Moving beyond textbooks, Our Tent engages learners in conversations and immersive experiences helping lifelong learners lead richer Jewish lives.

Classes Go Deep And The Program Goes Wide...

Lifelong learners delve into topics to gain a greater sense of mastery—leading to a richer sense of Jewish identity.

Our program for younger students, older students and everyone in between is innovative. It features peer and multigenerational classes fostering community, a variety of topics encouraging diverse perspectives and worship bringing everyone together.

Our Tent's Lifelong Learning Helps Students Explore Judaism In Ways That Are Meaningful To Them...

Things Have Changed Since You Went To Sunday School...

Our Tent goes beyond its classes with opportunities beyond Sunday morning, with meaningful Shabbat experiences, a popular and transformational retreat, and a theme—this year it's Hineini (Here I am) — that thoughtfully weaves together learning, experiences and conversations.

www.suburbantemple.org/ourtent